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Music lessons are a rare opportunity to spend time with your child as you together discover a new 

world. Give your child the gift of your committed presence. 

 

 

The parent’s job is to: 

 

1. Ensure daily practice (every day, no matter what) 

 Take notes during the lesson on both WHAT to practice and HOW to practice. 

   Establish a routine for daily practice: e.g. brush teeth, eat breakfast, practice. 

  Provide a consistent space and time dedicated to practicing. 

  Help the child transition from other activities into practicing.  

  Have children review old repertoire, finding ownership of “their” song. 
  Continually update a list of your child’s accomplishments. 
 

2. Surround your child with beautiful music 

  Create a playlist of old pieces, current pieces, and upcoming pieces. In the play list, have each  

   piece repeated back to back three times in a row. 

  Watch performance videos with your child. 

  Attend concerts whenever possible. 

  Fill your home with a love of music! 

 

3. Models a positive and energetic attitude towards music 

  Embrace practicing as PLAY and not a chore. Practice is creative and explorative PLAY! 

  Express how you love to “watch them play” or you “love to watch them learning and working.” 

 Be a model of fascination: “isn’t that interesting?” 

  Be a good cheerleader 

  Be focused and attentive during the lessons and classes (not browsing your smart phone). 

  Praise effort: “you practiced really well today!” 

  Extol grit: “keep trying, you will get it.” 

 

4. Know how your child learns best: 

  Parent-driven: (best for younger students) guide the child through the practice session. 

  Game-oriented: roll a dice, move stacks of pennies over per repetition, stickers. 

  Practice chart-oriented: keep a daily practice chart notating how many repetitions of each item. 

  Self-directed: help by simply going over lesson notes with the child. 


